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Project

Project title: THE SECRET OF THE FLOOD THE ROLE OF MARS AND ITS PARTNER – DISCORD – IN THE HISTORY OF
EARTH

Executive Summary: 

The Flood is described in the Bible as the most horrific event in world history. This is greatly inconsistent with the view of academic
scientists, who demote it to the size of a local flood. Our innovative strategy is to begin our research with the very first source for the Flood
– the Bible, learning what the ancient commentators clarified and explained in the Oral Tradition (remembering, that they lived
approximately at the mid-point in time between us and the Flood). The second step will be studying the traditions of other ancient peoples
about such a great catastrophe, and then compare them with scientific evidence in the field, while ignoring the geological time scale
accompanying the events. We then will examine the revealed events by ballistic calculations.             If all previous steps will confirm the
biblical scenario, that The Flood was a colossal event covering the whole globe during a short time and moreover, in the Jewish sources is
written the whole time map of the world, including two small floods in the same millennium of the great one and a forth catastrophe, which
might face us in the soon coming future, this should lead to a huge change in the nowadays conception of how our world is conducted, and
watched by someone involved in every step we take.

Project Description: 

There were many attempts during the last century to learn about the Flood. Scientific research set the flood location in the ancient Middle
East, mainly in Mesopotamia, searching for local floods.
This project is based on examining that written in the Bible about the Flood, and what can be learned from the Oral Torah and Jewish
tradition which correlates with the evidence demonstrated by scientific research.
The Babylonian Talmud (Rosh Hashanah 11b) mentions the starting point of this catastrophe when, “G-d took two stars from Kima
(Pleiades) and brought a flood upon the world”. This citation does not describe what those two stars actually did, but Velikovsky brings
many citations from the traditions of ancient peoples telling of such collisions, of two stars hitting Earth within several hours (Worlds in
Collision, 1950), causing its axial tilt and the drift of the lithosphere and other internal areas of the globe.
Thus, our working hypothesis suggests that those two stars which hit our Earth moved into a direct line with Kima, attempting to ascertain
the locations of these impact sites (Figs. 1&2), in which the first celestial body hit the Bereshit (Genesis) Continent, splitting it into the
seven continents known today, while the later celestial body, supposedly Mars, crashed into the great ocean, causing the globe to roll over
by 1800+23.50, then left Earth, returning to outer space. Both events triggered an extraordinary holocaust in world history
(=archeology=geology). The interaction between the two planets left scratches on Mars, seen as the Mariner Valleys.
The goal of this project is to combine the scientific evidence concerning geological and astrophysical evidence with ballistic calculations
analyzing the collisions of the celestial bodies. We can achieve almost all necessary physical parameters from Jewish sources.
Thus, to carry out this research we have to collaborate with Arie Tsinober - an expert in ballistic calculations, Dr. Alon Retter -
astrophysicist and a geologist.
Subjects and questions for exploration:
1.Can the date of the Flood written in the Bible be confirmed by today’s star constellations?
2.The possible effects of an impact of Mars with Earth:
a. Lengthening of Earth’s orbit (the length of the year).
b. An orbital tilt (of the Ecliptic Plane).
c. Changes in Earth’s rotational velocity (changing the length of the day).
d. Closer to the moon (shortening the month).
e. What happened to the water on Mars?
f. Did Mars leave us visiting cards in the form of some rocks, which were supposed to be meteorites?
3.Searching for explanations of basic geology phenomena according to this new theory, for example:
a. The direction of the continents' migration extending from the impact site (not as floating foam on a water pool), obducting with the sea
floor (in contradiction to the mainstream view of the Plate Tectonic theory).
b. Formation of mountain ridges.
c. Formation of oceanic ridges everywhere continental pieces were breaking apart.
d. Searching for systematic petroleum sites.
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e. The disappearances of the Atlantis and Lemuria continents which are considered legends – were they real events (Figs. 1 & 2)?
4.  The many "big questions" which can be part of this theory include:
a. Can a human being perform any thing his heart desires with no limits?
b. Are dinosaurs the main example of that unlimited passion, creating such beasts with genetic engineering?
c. Was the Flood an example of payment-punishment policy?
In order to cover the whole range of the geological scale of the three Eras, we expand our research field to two other smaller floods
mentioned in Jewish tradition: the flood of  the generation of Enosh which occurred about 600 years before Noah's flood and another flood
which occurred 340 years later, causing the collapse of the Tower of Babel. Both floods might have occurred in a similar way: by impacting
asteroids.

Project Description Attachment: Fig.docx

Project Relationship to Previous Grants: No

Strategic Promise: 

The proposed project suggests a great breakthrough in the modern geological view by a new timescale of world history. For example, the
time scale of the continents’ migration is reduced from 250,000,000 years to an incredible drift of one day to one year resulting from the
flood catastrophe followed by the sediments settling and water absorption. This change in the time scale means that the whole Mesozoic
Era shrinks to a single year. Two other floods which covered one third of the world – each lasting less than one year as mentioned in Jewish
tradition – which occurred in the generations of Enosh and the Tower of Babel, correspond to the Paleozoic and Cenozoic Eras,
respectively. Namely, the whole geological time scale of 600 million years corresponds with these three events which occurred during the
second millennium after human creation, leaving the Plate Tectonic Theory relevant, at best, to current measurements of normal steady
state!

Capacity for Success: 

I have been working voluntarily on this project for about 20 years, for about 70 hours monthly (in addition to my paid employment).
Cooperation with a team of expert professionals in geology, astrophysics, and ballistics, requires the establishment of a foundation for
mutual research. It will be expected of everyone to carry out his own part on his computer, meeting once a month with the other partners or
converting via mail or telephone.

Expected Outputs: 

My book: The Secret of The Flood, The Bermuda Triangle and The Migration of The Continents was published in Hebrew in 2000. The
edition of 3000 copies has almost sold out. Actually, this book presents the working hypothesis. I plan that the next editions in Hebrew,
English and Russian will include the research carried out with the collaborating stuff accompanied by animations of the impacts of the the
asteroid and Mars and the motion of the continents following the supercontinent splitting.A computer presentation of the three great
catastrophes in world history during the second millenium after Adam’s creation.
This subject has not yet been published in scientific journals, only in popular ones. Thus, publication of academic papers can be a way of
reaching academic society, with exposure via the internet, lectures, conferences, etc. Teacher training sessions have already achieved great
success. Lectures for audiences of academics and laymen have been met with great interest.

Expected Outcomes: 

This project is aimed at an open minded audience; thus all 3000 books reached various kinds of persons, and were specifically aimed at
school teachers. New scientific discoveries may reach pupils or students after decades, being almost outdated, so my intent was to reach
them as soon as possible. I did not intend to arouse contention with the academic society as did E. Velikovsky, who spent his life doing so. I
simply hope that this new point of view will reach as wide an audience as possible, creating public opinion against the academic
establishment. Scientific evidence is real facts, while human theories are changeable.
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Geology is a basic field. Geological lectures and explanations regarding journeys of landscape formation can be heard everywhere. There is
a great difference between hundreds of millions of years or some thousands of years. What is the truth? Could it have happened that
thousands of people were convinced of something false?

Enduring Impact: 

There is only one (absolute) truth. Confirming this project means that some barriers vanished. Changing the world time scale to 6000 years
dismisses any possibility of Darwinian evolution (although 14 milliard years are not enough for such processes), thus, facing more directly
the One who Created the World. If mankind realized that we are all under His protection there would be great positive changes in each
person’s behavior to the other. The connection between the spiritual and materialistic concepts in this project can be illustrated by the
following story:
A woman who read my book The Secret of the Flood, the Bermuda Triangle and the Migration of the Continents during a flight from Tel
Aviv to New York, began to light Shabbat candles after being influenced by this geological-astrophysical book.
The next step in this evolution is interdisciplinary research for science and consciousness, dealing with conscious = Divine essence in
nature as proposed by members of our Institute.

Currency: US dollars

Request Amount: 200000

Total Project Amount: 250000

Additional Funding from Other Sources: 

I was sponsored for about 10 years with $3600 annually by the Lev Leachim voluntary association, which teaches knowledge of Jewish
tradition aided by modern scientific evidence.

Proposed Project Start Date: 01/01/2015

Proposed Project End Date: 01/01/2017

Relation to Sir John Templeton's Donor Intent: 

I am glad to see that this project perfectly fits the late John Templeton's donor intent. But it is not an interesting connection between science
and religion. The Bible does not represent any particular religion. The Bible is Reality in itself. We have a time sequence for learning this
lesson. During this time people could invent "realities" as their imagination allowed (or led) them. One of them is the geological timescale,
which is far from corresponding with the time scales of our Sages, which represent a very reliable tradition. Every sage who served as a link
in the chain was well-known and was a most ethical and prominent person transferring the information received from the eye witnesses
themselves – Noah and his family – the only survivors of this holocaust.
Now is it obvious why professional geologists and astrophysicists would not converse with me on the subject?
The Flood itself was a consequence of unmoral behavior which comprises even today "The Big Questions".
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Personnel

Primary Contact Information
Prefix: Dr.

First Name/Given Name: hadassa

Middle Names: 

Last Name, Family Name, or Surname: melamed

Suffix: 

Title: Dr.

E-mail: hadassamelamed@gmail.com

Phone Number: 97289492465

Project Leader

Project Leader Status: The Primary Contact is the Project Leader

Project Leader’s CV/Resume Upload: Hadassa Melamed????? ????   .docx

Project Co-Leader

Project Co-Leader Status: The Project Co-Leader is different from the Primary Contact

Project Co-Leader Contact Information
Prefix: Mr.

First Name/Given Name: arie

Middle Names: 

Last Name, Family Name, or Surname: tsinober

Suffix: 

Title: 

E-mail: tsinobera@gmail.com

Phone Number: (972)-77-663-6617
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Project Co-Leader’s CV/Resume Upload:  ???? ????.pdf

Personnel Relationship to JTF: No

Additional Request Contact Name(s): 

Dr. Alon Retter - Astrophysicist. Member of Hamatara Emet
The Interdisciplinary Science and Consciousness Institute.

History with the Foundation: 

There was no previously contact with anyone at the foundation. I heard about this Foundation from members in my Institute.
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Organization

Organization Name: Hamatara Emet The Interdisciplinary Science and Consciousness Institute

Also Known As: Hamatara Emet - aiming to truth

Organization Country: Israel

Web Address: http://www.en.hamataraemet.org

Funding Relationship with Templeton entities: No
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